Teacher of the Year Award

Thesis

Have you ever had a teacher that is shorter than her own students, makes work so boring, is so inconsiderate of other people you work with and to top it all off, been stuck with you for not one year, but two straight years in my short 7 years of primary school? Well, I have that problem, My teacher, Miss K. is the worst teacher in the world. She does not deserve to be the teacher of the year.

She is Short

It would be crazy to say that my teacher is the tallest in the school. She is as short as an oompa loompa. Almost everyday, I see high heels on those feet of Miss K’s. It doesn’t make a difference because my mum, barefooted is as high as Miss K. in high heels. The only thing she does more than wearing high heels is that she makes us sit on the floor. I would prefer to sit at our tables, that’s why whenever I get the chance, I sit at my table. I cannot even calculate the number of pins and needles I have got in my feet from her. I have seen her hang up work by herself but most of the time, Miss K. uses a table or chair to hang up work. I have seen her hang up information reports, letterings, even silhouettes of logos while standing on something other than the floor.

Boring Work

The fact is that Miss K. makes work as boring as staring up into a sky full of clouds. Explaining is important if you’re learning something new or revisiting something old. I believe Miss K. doesn’t explain enough during work, tests and even homework. All she does in homework is read out what is printed on the page. Go and play this and write something about that! Well, that’s only one way that Miss K. makes work boring. She repeats almost everything in maths! I have done multiplication, addition, subtraction, decimals, you name it. Miss K. will not stop. Persuasive, narrative, reports, you name it, I’ve done it. Sometimes these topics last 3 days or 3 weeks! Miss K. just won’t stop!

Groups

The groups Miss K. pick are okay but most of the time, they’re bad. For dodgeball, she says tables 1 and 2 versus tables 3 and 4 or tables 3 and 2 versus 1 and 4. With Fraser, Joseph and even Charlie sometimes on one team! When people pick each other, they usually go with their really good friends like Fraser, Charlie and
Will. None of my really close friends are really in this class, Toms has left, Ozzy is in the other class with Marcus, Derick and pretty much everyone else has their good friends in this class, which leaves me with, myself!

**Conclusion**

With all of these reasons I have given you for Miss K. to not be teacher of the year, I am certain I have convinced you she is the worst, boringest, tiny, meanest, teacher I have ever met! What do you think of Miss K.? Have you ever met a teacher as mean as her?